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Abstract—The growing appetite of new technologies, such as Internet-of-Things, for Cloud resources leads to an unprecedented energy consumption for these infrastructures. In order to make these energy-hungry distributed systems more sustainable, Cloud providers resort more and more to on-site renewable energy production facilities like photovoltaic panels. Yet, this intermittent and variable electricity production is often uncorrelated with the Cloud consumption induced by its workload. Geographical load balancing, virtual machine (VM) migration and consolidation can be used to exploit multiple Cloud data centers’ locations and their associated photovoltaic panels for increasing their renewable energy consumption. However, these techniques cost energy and network bandwidth, and this limits their utilization. In this paper, we propose to rely on the flexibility brought by Smart Grids to exchange renewable energy between distributed sites and thus, to further increase the overall Cloud’s self-consumption of the locally-produced renewable energy. Our solution is named SCORPIUS: Self-Consumption Optimization of Renewable energy Production In distribUted cloudS. It takes into account telecommunication network constraints and electrical grid requirements to optimize the Cloud’s self-consumption by trading-off between VM migration and renewable energy exchange. Our simulation-based results show that SCORPIUS outperforms existing solutions on various workload traces of production Clouds in terms of both renewable self-consumption and overall energy consumption.

Index Terms—Distributed cloud computing, renewable energy, self-consumption, energy-efficient consolidation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The growing appetite of new technologies, such as Internet-of-Things, for data center and Cloud resources leads to an unprecedented energy consumption for these infrastructures [1]. For instance, according to a recent report, in 2014, data centers in the U.S. consumed about 1.8% of total U.S. electricity consumption [2]. This large electricity consumption contributes to global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, that are a major cause for climate changes. In order to make these energy-hungry distributed systems more sustainable, Cloud providers resort more and more to on-site renewable energy production facilities like photovoltaic panels. Major Cloud actors like Amazon AWS, Apple or Microsoft are involved in projects to build solar power facilities [3]. Yet, this intermittent and variable electricity production is often uncorrelated with the Cloud consumption induced by its workload [4].

Geographical load balancing is a resource allocation technique exploiting multiple Cloud data centers’ locations and their associated photovoltaic panels for increasing their renewable energy consumption [5]. Consolidation consists in packing the virtual machines (VMs) on the smallest number of servers in order to switch off unused ones [6]. These solutions can be combined with VM live-migration to dynamically strengthen the workload consolidation on the sites producing more renewable energy. While this technology enables real-time load migration, it costs energy and network bandwidth, and this limits its utilization in practice. Consequently, some of the electricity generated by on-site facilities cannot be consumed by the Cloud.

This paper aims at optimizing the self-power consumption of a distributed Cloud infrastructure with on-site photovoltaic electricity generation. We propose to rely on the flexibility brought by Smart Grids to exchange renewable energy between data centers and thus, to further increase the overall Cloud’s self-consumption of the locally-produced renewable energy. Our solution is named SCORPIUS: Self-Consumption Optimization of Renewable energy Production In distribUted cloudS. It optimizes the Cloud’s self-consumption by trading-off between VM migration and renewable energy exchange. This optimization is based on an original Smart Grid model to exchange renewable energy between distant sites.

SCORPIUS has been implemented on the SimGrid simulation toolkit [7]. This simulator embeds accurate energy consumption models [8], reliable TCP/IP network models [9] and fine-grain VM and live-migration abstractions [10]. The simulation-based evaluation shows that SCORPIUS outperforms classical greedy and round-robin allocation methods on production workload traces that comprise heterogeneous VMs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the background on Smart Grids and Section III the related work on energy savings in Cloud infrastructures. Section IV details the employed Cloud model and Section V specifies the Smart Grid model that we propose to exchange renewable energy. Section VI describes our approach SCORPIUS. Simulation setup is presented in Section VII and results are exploited in Section VIII. Section IX concludes this work and introduces future work.

II. BACKGROUND ON SMART GRIDS

A smart grid is the combination of an electrical network with a dedicated ICT control infrastructure which allows the former to increase its flexibility. Hence, the imminent large-scale deployment of these smart grids will allow the emergence
of new energy management approaches which are intended to increase the share of renewables in the energy mix.

One of these approaches is called collective self-consumption and has appeared, or is about to appear, in several countries [11]. This concept consists in allowing multiple consumers and renewable energy producers, all located in a small geographical area, to establish power purchase agreements (or similar schemes) between themselves. Legislation differs between countries, in particular regarding the definition of the geographical area which can span from a single site (e.g. a building equipped with photovoltaic (PV) panels on its roof) to a wider, but still local, geographical area where consumers and producers are connected to the same low-voltage feeder. This paper proposes an extended, multi-site version of the collective self-consumption approach, where data centers located over a wider geographical area (e.g. over a entire country) would be allowed to exchange their excess of PV electricity between themselves. This approach would also leverage the spatial diversity of photovoltaic energy over short time scales in the order of minutes. Hence, it would represent an alternative to VM migration which costs energy. However, exchanging energy, even though it is considered to be performed for free between data centers, implies using the electrical network, which also comes at a cost. This cost, based on network use tariffs, covers technical and non-technical sub-costs, such as:

- Power losses in the distribution equipment (mostly lines and cables), for instance due to their electrical resistance
- Electrical equipment aging
- Grid management services such as metering,
- etc.

Hence, this paper will compare the economical performances of the two mentioned approaches, namely VM migration and energy exchange, as well as the performances of an approach combining these.

III. RELATED WORK ON ENERGY SAVINGS IN CLOUDS

As their increasing electricity bill raises environmental issues, Cloud providers resort more and more to renewable energy [3]. In 2016, according to its environmental responsibility report, 100% of the electricity used by Apple-operated data centers came from renewable energy [12]. In 2011, when Apple started to report on the carbon emissions of their data centers, they were already claiming to reduce them by 56% compared to the case where they would be entirely supplied from the electrical network, whose electricity shows a less environmentally favorable energy mix. Meanwhile, from 2011 to 2016, these carbon emissions should have been multiplied by almost 5 due to the increase in number of Apple-owned data centers [12]. However, this is not the case as this renewable energy is mostly provided by Apple-owned electricity generation facilities including solar arrays, wind farms, biogas fuel cells, and micro-hydro generation systems [12].

Although Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) Cloud providers intensify their part of renewable energy consumption, they often overestimate their use in proportion to the total consumption and consequently, underestimate their dependence on coal [13]. Indeed, the intermittent nature of current most commonly-used renewable sources (i.e. sun, wind) causes major challenges. Hence, an ideal Cloud manager should match its energy consumption with the renewable energy production.

Yet, these two curves are a priori uncorrelated.

On one hand, the renewable production can be adjusted through the use of energy storage devices [14]. Yet, this solution is costly and far from ideal as these devices present charge and discharge maximal rates, depth of discharge lower bounds and strong aging effects [15]. Instead, Cloud providers operating on-site renewable energy production, such as Apple, circumvent the issue by selling their production surplus and keeping the ‘green credit’ of it, while still relying on the local electric grid (mostly based on coal and nuclear power) when their production is insufficient [16]. Furthermore, green energy availability highly depends on the data centers’ location that is fixed upon construction [17].

On the other hand, Cloud providers can try to adjust the workload to the energy production. For instance, opportunistic scheduling aims at postponing the Cloud’s workload during low-production periods to wait for renewables availability [18]. Distributed Cloud systems can perform geographic load balancing and follow-the-sun resource management in order to increase the green energy use [5], [19], [20]. Consolidation algorithms can also optimize the number of used resources by migrating virtual machines (VM) and switch off unused resources [6]. The consolidation ratio can be further increased by over-commitment techniques that try to jointly minimize Service Level Agreement violation and power consumption [21], [22].

Follow-the-sun and consolidation techniques rely on VM migration capabilities that directly depend on telecommunication network bandwidth, inside and in-between the data centers [23]. Yet, these network constraints, usually underestimated in literature [5], and the related energy consumption prevent VM migration from being the optimal solution that dynamically adjust the Cloud workload and the on-site electricity generation. Furthermore, Cloud data centers are required to provide a high level of availability to their customers, and consequently, some parts of the workload cannot be reshaped or postponed [1]. Smart Grids can bring flexibility in the electricity sources [24] and management [4] for distributed Clouds. But, to the best of our knowledge, no previous work has studied their potential to share renewable energy between the Cloud sites and thus, to increase the overall self-consumption of the infrastructure.

IV. DISTRIBUTED CLOUD MODEL

In this section, we describe the models and underlying assumptions of the Cloud infrastructure.

A. Cloud infrastructure

We consider a distributed cloud with several data centers (DCs) spread across a country. To simplify, we assume all the servers to be homogeneous (i.e. identical memory, number of
cores and energy consumption profiles). Each DC has a different number of servers. Contrary to other work in literature, the complete IP network topology – both between and inside DCs – with its bandwidth and latency constraints, is taken into account. The cloud is powered by a national electrical grid that, following the worst case scenario, only supplies the DCs with so-called brown energy, i.e. non-renewable. To reduce its carbon footprint, each DC is equipped with a set of on-site photovoltaic (PV) panels. As it strongly depends on the weather conditions, the PV production is intermittent and variable, and its forecasts include a certain level of error. Each DC is considered as a renewable energy producer and consumer that can trade energy with the electrical grid. The cloud is managed in a centralized way. Its workload consists of Virtual Machines (VMs) submitted at regular time slots. Each VM has different memory, CPU (i.e. cores) and execution time requirements which are a priori known. The cloud manager can deploy a VM on any server. It can also perform live migrations of VMs to change their location on the fly. However, we do not consider over-commitment – i.e. servers must always have enough resources to run all their allocated VMs – as they can cause performance interference leading to SLA violations [25].

B. Servers and VM live migration

A server can be in four states: ON, OFF, POWERING_ON and POWERING_OFF. The power consumption of servers ON changes linearly with CPU usage [8]. It is the sum of a fixed part $P_{idle}$ and a variable part proportional to its utilization. Each of the three other states is associated with a static power consumption [26]. A server remains in the POWERING_ON (resp. POWERING_OFF) state for a given fixed duration before being ON (resp. OFF).

We consider that the migration of a VM consists in (1) transferring the VM memory pages, (2) sending a message to notify the end of the stop-and-copy step, and (3) sending the commit message. Hence, following the TCP/IP model of [9], the duration $T_m$ to migrate a VM is equal to: $T_m = 3L_m + S_m/\rho_m$ with $S_m$, the memory size of the VM, $L_m$ the latency of the route used for the transfer (equals to 13.01 times the sum of the physical latency of the links), and $\rho_m$ the throughput of the transfer. The transfer throughput can be limited either by the physical bandwidth or the latency of the route. Therefore, it is equal to: $\rho_m = \min(0.92B_m,W/2L_m)$ with $B_m$ the physical bandwidth and $W = 4194304B$, the TCP maximum window size. All along the migration, the VM runs on the source server. We consider that the migration requires a full core on the destination server. As a consequence, both the source and the destination servers consume energy during the migration [10].

V. ENERGY EXCHANGE MODEL FOR SMART GRIDS

In this section, we detail our original model for exchanging renewable energy through Smart Grids between data centers generating on-site solar electricity. Note that, as all the data centers are owned by a single-tenant Cloud provider, our model does not target variable local prices as for other work in literature aiming at optimizing the electricity-related expenses [22], [27].

A. Virtual energy pool

The cloud acts as an aggregator of self-consuming data centers which are supplied either by themselves or by another energy supplier, if necessary. This proposed approach constitutes a multi-site version of, and is inspired from, recently deployed, as well as currently envisaged, collective self-consumption schemes [28], [11]. The development of these schemes may also be greatly facilitated by the expected deployment of peer-to-peer energy trading on which a number of projects has been launched already [29].

A data center is considered to consume the PV electricity generated by the panels located on its roof in priority. Then, it injects its excess of PV electricity into the electrical grid, if any. A certain amount of this electricity excess will be considered as virtually exchanged from this data center to (at least) another if one or more data centers consume the same amount of PV electricity during the same time interval $\Delta t_g$. This interval corresponds to the usually smallest sampling period of electricity meters.

Otherwise, in the case where the data center is in deficit of energy (i.e. its PV electricity generation is less than its consumption), it consumes electricity from the electrical grid. As explained earlier, a certain amount of this electricity consumption can be considered as exchanged with other data centers if the same amount of PV electricity is injected into the grid by at least one data center during the same time interval $\Delta t_g$. Finally, the rest of the electricity consumed by the data center is considered as supplied by another energy supplier.

In other words, the sum of the PV electricity injections into the grid, and exchanged between data centers, constitutes a virtual pool into which data centers in deficit of such electricity can tap. The rest of the PV electricity injections into the grid, if any, is considered to be consumed by other energy customers during this time interval.

Fixed prices for the electricity purchased or sold outside the cloud were considered here, as proposed by many energy suppliers [30], [31], as opposed to variable (and sometimes quite volatile), prices indexed on the energy market prices.

B. Grid use cost

The cost of the energy exchanged between data centers (through the virtual pool), is considered as equal to zero. However, tapping into the virtual pool implies using the electrical grid, which comes at a cost, due to power losses, electrical equipment aging, required grid management services, etc. Assuming that the contract power $S_i$ of any data center $i$ is never exceeded (thus leading to no penalties), this cost $C_N$, estimated here based on the French grid use tariff (called TURPE [32]), can be expressed as:

$$C_N = C + \sum_{i} bS_i + \sum_{j} c_j E_j$$
where \( C \) is the fixed share of the grid use tariff, \( N_{DC} \) is the number of data centers in the cloud, \( S_j \) is the contract power of data center \( i \), \( b \) is the power coefficient, \( c_j \) is the energy coefficient corresponding to period \( j \), and \( E_i \) is the energy consumed by the cloud (and originating from the virtual pool) over period \( j \). The latter can be expressed as:

\[
E_j = \sum_{t_y} e_j \Delta t_y \min \left( \sum_i \max(0, P_{PV_i}(t_y) - P_{DC_i}(t_y)), \sum_i \max(0, P_{DC_i}(t_y) - P_{PV_i}(t_y)) \right)
\]

where \( e_j \) equals to 1 if \( t_y \) is included in period \( j \), 0 otherwise.

C. Energy cost (outside the virtual pool)

The cost of the energy (in €/kWh) supplied by another energy supplier to the cloud is considered to include the grid use cost, as done usually. This cost \( C_E \) can be expressed as:

\[
C_E = C_{E,f} + C_{E,v}
\]

where \( C_{E,f} \) and \( C_{E,v} \) are the fixed and the variable shares of the energy cost \( C_E \) respectively. The variable share \( C_{E,v} \), corresponding to the amount of energy \( \Delta E \), can be expressed as:

\[
C_{E,v} = \begin{cases} -0.06 \Delta E & \text{if } \Delta E \text{ is injected into the grid} \\ 0.15 \Delta E & \text{if } \Delta E \text{ is purchased} \end{cases}
\]

\( C_E \) is calculated over each time slot of 10 minutes. This duration corresponds to the smallest temporal resolution of load curves which is provided to customers connected at the distribution level by smart meters in France [33].

VI. SCORPIUS DESCRIPTION

The SCORPIUS method determines VMs’ allocation and migration based on comparisons of expected energy costs. Several algorithms determine allocations and migrations decisions at each time slot.

Our approach is based on a stochastic modeling of photovoltaic production. Any decision targets the minimization of the expected energy cost. The expected cost computation, detailed in Section VI-A, is thus a major contribution to this paper. This computation is first used to determine arriving VMs’ placement, in Algorithm 2 as detailed in Section VI-B. These allocation decisions are revised by Algorithm 3. The running VMs are then considered for migrations. This step is determined by Algorithm 5 in Section VI-C. The last Algorithm 6, detailed in Section VI-D, migrates VMs independently inside each DC in order to switch off servers. These different steps are summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: General algorithm

Allocate new VMs; (Algorithm 2)
Allocation revision; (Algorithm 3)
Migrate running VMs; (Algorithm 5)
for \( 1 \leq i \leq M \) do
  Consolidate DC\(_i\); (Algorithm 6)
end for

A. Expected brown consumption and energy exchange

The photovoltaic energy production on data center \( DC_i \) during future time slot \( t \) is modeled by a normal law \( N(E_{g_i}(t), p_i(t)) \) truncated in 0. This model is grounded on numerous scientific works that assume that the forecast error of PV production follows a normal distribution [34], [35], [36], [37], [38]. The values of \( E_{g_i} \) and \( p_i \) for any \( DC_i \) are then determined according to the trace of local green production of the day. Following our approach in [19], our implementation of SCORPIUS computes each expected PV power production \( E_{g_i}(t) \) by averaging a reference PV power production trajectory scaled according to the last PV power production received from \( i \), as depicted on Figure 1. Concerning parameter \( p_i \), we use the standard deviation of the scaled trajectory.

Fig. 1. Expected PV power production computation for a time-slot from \( t \) to \( t + 1 \) (from [19]).

Based on this probability distribution, we can compute the expected value of \( B_i(t) \), the power consumption of \( DC_i \) not provided by local PV generation during time slot \( t \) for a total consumption of power \( P_i \):

\[
E_{c_i}(P_i, t) = (P_i - E_{g_i}) \frac{\Phi_i(P_i) - \Phi_i(0)}{1 - \Phi_i(0)} - p_i \phi_i(0) - \phi_i(P_i) - \phi_i(0),
\]

with \( \phi_i(x) = \frac{1}{p_i \sqrt{2 \pi}} e^{-\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{x - E_{g_i}}{p_i} \right)^2} \) and \( \Phi_i(x) = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 + \text{erf} \left( \frac{x - E_{g_i}}{p_i \sqrt{2}} \right) \right) \). Computation details on this formula are given in [19]. The expected value of \( Gr_i(t) \), the remaining green power (i.e. photovoltaic power), is computed in the same way:

\[
E_{gR_i}(P_i, t) = (E_{g_i}(t) - P_i) \frac{1 - \Phi(P_i)}{1 - \Phi(0)} + p_i(t) \phi(P_i) - \phi(P_i) - \phi(0),
\]

This expected remaining green energy (ERGE) is used in the following to order data centers from the more favorable to green computation to the more expensive. Denote that Formula 1 can be written:

\[
E_j = \sum_{t \in j} \Delta t \times E \left( \min \left( \sum_i Gr_i(t), \sum_i B_i(t) \right) \right).
\]

The exact value of this expected amount cannot be computed. We thus estimate it by evaluating:

\[
E_j' = \sum_{t \in j} \Delta t \min \left( \sum_{i} E(Gr_i(t)), \sum_i E(B_i(t)) \right) = \sum_{t \in j} \Delta t \min \left( \sum_i E_{gR_i}(P_i, t), \sum_i E_{c_i}(P_i, t) \right).
\]
This formula strongly simplifies the computation, and gives experimentally good results – i.e. based on our experimental tests, it gives similar results to Monte Carlo simulations with only 1.5% of average error. Concerning the electricity sale at a given time slot, the average value is given by: 

\[ E_{sale} = E(\max(\sum_i B_i(t) - P_i(t), 0)). \]

This formula cannot be evaluated exactly by fast algorithm. Thus, an approximate formula is used.

We consider a random variable \( B \) following a truncated normal law defined by parameters \( E_B, \sigma_B \), and \( p = \sqrt{\sum_i p_i^2} \). This corresponds to applying the additivity property of normal laws to truncated normal laws. Finally, we obtain formula:

\[
E'_{sale} = E(B - P|B > P)P(B > P) = \left( E_g - P \right) p^{\frac{1}{1 - \Phi(0)}} + p^2 \frac{\phi(P)}{1 - \Phi(0)}.
\]

with \( P = \sum_i P_i \). As previously, the average distance has been experimentally validated. The same way, the average purchase amount is evaluated by:

\[
E'_{sale} = E(P - B|P > B)P(P > B) = (P - E_g) \left[ \frac{1}{\Phi(0)} - \Phi(0) \right] - p^2 \phi(0) - \phi(P).
\]

To determine the best choice for a VM allocation or migration, the expected cost computation requires to be evaluated over many time slots. However, this computation cannot be done over all time slots for long tasks. We thus use a parameter \( n_{eval} \) determining the maximum number of evaluated time slots. Another constraint for evaluations is the computation of parameters \( E_g, p_i \). If the evaluation for the current day can be based on the first hours of sun, we do not make hypothesis on the next day PV generation. We thus evaluate the expected costs of VMs until the end of the day, or the end of the VM. More precisely, for a VM of duration \( t_v \) allocated at time \( t \), we evaluate the expected cost between \( t \) and \( t_{max} = \min(t_{sunset}, t + t_v) \) and the evaluated time slots will be defined by \( t_k = t + k \times \frac{t_{max} - t}{n_{eval} - 1} \), for \( k \) between 0 and \( n_{eval} - 1 \).

In the remaining, we denote \( P_i \) the power consumption of data center \( DC_i \) with current allocated and pre-allocated VMs, and \( EC(P_1, ..., P_{N_{DC}}) \) the expected cost for current allocation. For allocation algorithms, \( P_i(VM_j) \) is the extra cost corresponding to the VM VM_j on DC_i. In migration algorithms, \( P_i(VM_j) \) is the expected extra cost due to migrations. For example, if we decide to migrate VM from DC_i to DC_j, we obtain respectively power consumption \( P_i - P_i(VM) \) and \( P_j + P_j(VM) \). For the sake of simplicity, we denote the modified expected cost \( EC(P_i - P_i(VM), P_j + P_j(VM)) \) as it is clear that no other DC is modified.

**B. VM allocation**

Allocation decisions are taken by two successive algorithms. The first algorithm, Algorithm 2, pre-allocates VMs by decreasing size using a First-Fit approach (this pre-allocation does not imply any VM boot). The second algorithm, Algorithm 3, revisits these decisions with a second pass and effectively launches the new VMs. A server can run a given VM if and only if it satisfies its CPU and memory requirement. We define the *volume* of a VM as the product of these two values. In the same way, the free volume of a server is the product of idle CPUs and unused memory.

Algorithm 2 orders VMs by decreasing volume, and servers by increasing free volume. For each VM, it considers the servers with minimum free volume that can run it (servers that meet CPU and memory constraints of the VM). Then, it pre-allocates the VM on the one with minimum expected cost, that is with minimum difference between expected cost with current allocated and pre-allocated VMs, and expected cost with this additional VMs. Thus, if no server ON can run it on any DC, this algorithm compares expected costs including the switch ON costs.

Algorithm 2 has complexity \( O(|L|log(|L|) + |L||S| + n_{eval}) \), if we consider the number of DC as a constant and \( |S| < |L| \). We do the same assumptions in all complexity formulas.

**Algorithm 2: Centralized VM allocation algorithm**

\[
L = \text{sorted list of new VMs (arriving at time } t) \text{ by decreasing volume} \\
S = \text{sorted list of not full servers in all DCs by increasing size of available number of vCPU} \\
\text{for all } l \in L \text{ do} \\
\text{find list } S_{opt} \text{ of servers with minimum volume } v \\
\text{find server } s \in S_{opt} \text{ with minimum cost: } \min_{\text{1} \leq i \leq M} \{ E_{c1}(P_i' + P_{idle} + c L[i] \cdot P_e + E_{ON}) - EP_i' \} \\
\text{allocate } l \text{ on } s \\
\text{end for}
\]

The second algorithm, detailed by Algorithm 3, evaluates the pre-allocations (done by the previous algorithm) by data centers. It considers data centers by increasing ERGE, that is from the worst to the better, and revisits all pre-allocations. For all VMs by decreasing volume, if its current server is incomplete (server with non null free volume), the algorithm finds a server ON that can run it on the best possible DC for ERGE criteria, and changes the allocation if it reduces the global expected energy cost. Our method targets as many full servers as possible, then VM pre-allocated on full servers are not moved.

Algorithm 3 has complexity \( O(|L|t_{max}log(|L|t_{max}) + |L|t_{max}|S_{max} + n_{eval}) \), with \( |L|t_{max} \) the maximum value of \( |L|t_i \) and \( S_{max} \) the maximum number of servers of a data center.

**C. VM migration**

For a VM running on a data center with high power consumption regarding the PV generation, we consider two possible options. In the first case, the VM continues on this DC, occurring costs for the virtual pool usage or for purchasing energy, possibly for the duration of the VM. In the second case, the VM is moved to a better location and
Algorithm 3: Allocation revisions.

Order DC by increasing ERGE
Let \( Lt_i \) the list of pre-allocated VMs on incomplete servers of DC\(_i\)
for all DC\(_s\) in \{1..M - 1\} do
DC\(_r\) = M
Order \( Lt_{DC_s} \) by decreasing volume
while \( DC_s < DC_r \) AND \( Lt_{DC_s} \) not empty do
for all VM \( t \in Lt_{DC_s} \) do
if a server of DC\(_r\) can run \( t \) AND
\( EC(P_{DC_s} - P_{DC_r}(t), P_{DC_s} + P_{DC_r}(t)) < \)
\( EC(P_{DC_s}, P_{DC_r}) \) then
Pre-allocate \( t \) on DC\(_r\)
Remove \( t \) from \( Lt_{DC_s} \)
end if
end for
DC\(_r\) --
end while
end for

Algorithm 4: Compute \( t_{min} \) and \( t_{max} \)

if \( t_{min} = t_{send} \) then
\( t_{min} = 0; t_{max} = \Delta t \)
else
if \( t_{min} \leq \Delta t - t_{send} \) then
\( t_{min} = t_{send}; t_{max} = \Delta t \)
else
\( t_{max} = t_{min}; t_{min} = 0 \)
end if
end if
\( t_{send} = t_{min} \)

Algorithm 5: Migration algorithm

1: Order DC by increasing ERGE
2: Create lists \( Lm \)
3: \( DC_{receiving} = M; DC_{sending} = 1; \)
4: \( t_{send} = t_{min} = 0; t_{max} = \Delta t; \)
5: while \( DC_{sending} < DC_{receiving} \) do
6: Order \( Lm_{DC_{sending}} \) by decreasing volume
7: Compute \( t_{min} \) and \( t_{max} \)
8: if \( Lm_{DC_{sending}} \) is not empty then
9: \( DC_{receiving} -- \)
10: Determine migration decisions
11: end if
12: \( DC_{sending} ++ \)
13: end while

Algorithm 6 has complexity \( O(|Lm_{\max}| \log(|Lm_{\max}|) + |Lm_{\max}|(s_{\max} + n_{eval})) \).

Then, it considers DCs one by one in increasing order of ERGE (from the minimum green energy available). For each DC, it considers a first DC where to send VMs. Then, in decreasing order of VM volume, it determines (line 13) if the migration is possible (if a server can run it and if migration time is available) and preferable (in terms of energy cost). After all the VMs of the list are examined, the same is done with a second receiving DC. This is repeated until all DCs have been considered for either sending or receiving VMs.

Algorithm 5 has complexity \( O(l \times |S| \log(|S|)) \) with \( l \) the number of VMs in servers \( S \).

Migration costs are incurred, proportionally to the migration duration. For any considered migration, we compare these two costs to determine if the migration is desirable.

VM migration implies to consider migration duration, bandwidth constraints and synchronization issues. Algorithm 5 determines the VMs to migrate, the receiving data centers, and the precise migration time interval in the time slot. To simplify synchronization issues, we limit each DC to send VMs to only two DCs during the considered time slot, or to receive VMs from only two DCs. The DCs are ordered by increasing ERGE. Then, for the considered time slot, the best DC (with higher ERGE) will receive VMs from the two worst DCs (with lower ERGE); the second best will receive VMs from the second and the third best, and so on. This two-DCs rule could seem to be a strong limitation, but simulations show that this limit is far to be reached in practice. In addition, as this operation is executed at each time slot, the potentially delayed migrations are only delayed by 5 minutes.

Algorithm 5 first lists the VMs to migrate for each DC, called \( Lm_i \). Running VMs are ordered by decreasing remaining time, and the first VMs are added to the list until migration times reach the duration \( \Delta t \) of the time slot (5 minutes in our experiments). Then, the list is ordered by decreasing volume for a First-Fit algorithm. For given receiving and sending DCs, \( t_{min} \) and \( t_{max} \) correspond to the bounds of an interval of time available for migration. It is the larger time interval available on both receiving and sending DCs, knowing that exactly one of these two DCs was already examined for migration during the previous step. These values are respectively initialized to 0 and \( \Delta t \). Then, \( t_{send} \) is the end of the last decided migration between these two DCs. Detailed computations are given in Algorithm 4.

Finally, Algorithm 5 is designed as follows. It first orders DCs by increasing ERGE, and creates a list of VMs to migrate. During detailed computations, they are only delayed by 5 minutes. Running VMs are ordered by decreasing remaining time, and the first VMs are added to the list until migration times reach the duration \( \Delta t \) of the time slot (5 minutes in our experiments). Then, the list is ordered by decreasing volume for a First-Fit algorithm. For given receiving and sending DCs, \( t_{min} \) and \( t_{max} \) correspond to the bounds of an interval of time available for migration. It is the larger time interval available on both receiving and sending DCs, knowing that exactly one of these two DCs was already examined for migration during the previous step. These values are respectively initialized to 0 and \( \Delta t \). Then, \( t_{send} \) is the end of the last decided migration between these two DCs. Detailed computations are given in Algorithm 4.

Eventually, the consolidation algorithm, Algorithm 6, migrates VMs between servers within each data center. The objective is to switch off the highest possible number of servers. This is done by a binary search on the incomplete servers. For each data center, the incomplete servers are ordered by decreasing free volume. Then, the objective of the binary search is to determine the number of the first servers that can be switched off after migration of the VMs on the remaining servers of the DC. In worst case, no server is switched off and no migration is executed.

Algorithm 6 has complexity \( O(l \times |S| \log(|S|)) \) with \( l \) the number of VMs in servers \( S \).

D. Consolidation

Eventually, the consolidation algorithm, Algorithm 6, migrates VMs between servers within each data center. The objective is to switch off the highest possible number of servers. This is done by a binary search on the incomplete servers. For each data center, the incomplete servers are ordered by decreasing free volume. Then, the objective of the binary search is to determine the number of the first servers that can be switched off after migration of the VMs on the remaining servers of the DC. In worst case, no server is switched off and no migration is executed.

Algorithm 6 has complexity \( O(l \times |S| \log(|S|)) \) with \( l \) the number of VMs in servers \( S \).
SCORPIUS has thus, at each time slot, a complexity of 
$O(l \times \log(l) + l \times (s_{max} + n_{eval}) + s_{max} \times l \times \log(s_{max}))$, 
with $s_{max}$ the maximum number of servers in a DC and $l$ the 
VMs involved (waiting or running).

Algorithm 6: Consolidation on each DC

Order list $S$ of incomplete servers by decreasing empty volume

$k = \lfloor |S|/2 \rfloor$; $i = |S|$; $sol = true$

while $i >= 2$ do
  $i = \lceil i/2 \rceil$
  if $sol$ then
    $k += i$
  else
    $k -= i$
  end if
  if VMs of the $k$ first servers of $S$ can be allocated on
  the $|S| - k$ last ones then
    $sol = true$
  else
    $sol = false$
  end if
end while
if $sol=false$ then
  $k --$
end if
Allocate VMs of the $k$ first servers of $S$ on the $|S| - k$ last ones
Turn off the $k$ first servers

VII. SIMULATION SETUP

We perform modeling and simulations to evaluate the performance of our approach. We ensure rigorous experiments by using the validated SimGrid simulation framework [7] and by considering a realistic context. This context consists of a real cloud infrastructure topology and characteristics, traces of Cloud workload and PV production, and electricity costs based on French tariffs. In the following, we detail this simulation process.

A. Simulation Platform

SimGrid is a modeling and simulation platform dedicated to distributed systems analysis. It embeds sound simulation models of CPUs, TCP/IP networks, VMs, and energy consumption, which have been both theoretically and experimentally assessed by numerous scientific works [9], [10], [8]. The platform accurately simulates the resources usage (i.e. CPU and bandwidth sharing), the execution time and the energy consumption of distributed applications.

B. Simulation Inputs

Platform: In our experiments, we consider the infrastructure of the French experimental testbed Grid’5000 [39]. Thus, our cloud comprises 9 geographically distributed DCs for a total of 1,035 servers. The DCs are linked together thanks to 10 Gbps links, and the servers use 1 Gbps links. Within a DC, servers are connected following a tree topology.

Servers: Servers are based on the Taurus cluster of Grid’5000. They are equipped with 2 Intel Xeon E5-2630 CPU with 12 cores each, 32GB memory, 598GB storage. We implement the power model of [18], that is based on real measurements made on Taurus, to simulate the power consumption of each node. Each server consumes 8 W when powered OFF, 97 W when idle, and 220 W at 100% CPU load. Moreover, on average, 103 W are consumed during 6 seconds when powering off, and 127 W during 150 seconds when powering on.

Workloads: We test SCORPIUS with two different real workloads shown in Figure 2. The Eucalyptus IaaS Cloud traces of [40] combine the traces of six different real production systems. The Google trace [41] is an execution trace of Google clusters.

They consist in the list of VM arrival times, required numbers of cores, actual average CPU utilization, and execution time. Following the typical characteristics of T2 VM instances of Amazon EC2 [42], we assume all the VMs to require 2Go of RAM per required core. As the Eucalyptus trace does not contain information of the actual CPU utilization, we assume it to be 100% of the reserved cores (that is the worst case from an energy consumption point of view). During the simulation, SCORPIUS determines which servers are used to run the VMs of the workload.

We scale these workloads for the maximal workload peak to use 80% of the Cloud total resources. It is important to note that these workloads do not constitute a favorable scenario for on-site PV production, because they do not follow the day/night pattern of PV productions. Such unfavorable workloads are typical of IaaS Clouds [40] and thus, represent realistic scenarios.

Photovoltaic panel traces: We use real recordings of photovoltaic power production collected by the Photovolta project [43] carried out at the University of Nantes. This data is collected every five minutes from four Sanyo HIP-
240-HDE4 PV panels. We use recordings corresponding to different dates to have heterogeneous trajectories between DCs (and thus to represent solar irradiance differences between sites spread across the country). We dimension the PV production of each DC to have one panel for 3 servers. We scale the trace accordingly in our simulations.

**Network use cost:** The numerical values of the cost were computed based on the French network tariff (TURPE). The corresponding equations were described in Section V-B. The interested reader can refer to [32] for more information. The fixed share of the network use cost corresponds to costs related to management services and was estimated at 397.92€/year. Regarding the power and energy coefficients \( b \) and \( c_j \) respectively, four time periods are to be considered: peak hours and season peak (period 1, as indicated in Table I), off-peak hours and season peak (period 2), peak hours and season valley (period 3), off-peak hours and season valley (period 4). In addition, two tariff options are proposed: long use time and short use time. As the considered data centers are in service 24/7 and exhibit no day/night patterns, the long use time option is selected. Hence, the following numerical values for coefficients \( b \) and \( c_j \) have been defined as: \( b = 18.34€/kVA/year \) and \( c_j \) values for the energy coefficient \( c_j \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period 1</th>
<th>Period 2</th>
<th>Period 3</th>
<th>Period 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( c_j ) (€/kWh)</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Energy cost:** The amount of PV electricity injected into the grid and to be absorbed by other consumers is considered to be sold at a cost of 0.06€/kWh. In the opposite case, the energy supplied to the cloud is considered to be purchased at the cost of 0.15€/kWh. These numerical values are based on French tariffs [44]. Finally, the accumulated amount of energy exchanged between data centers is averaged over time slots of 10 minutes. This duration corresponds to the smallest temporal resolution at which customers can monitor their load curve using smart meters in France [45].

**VIII. Validation**

In order to validate our approach, we implement SCORPIUS in the SimGrid framework and compare its performance with two classical approaches. In the following, we describe the experimental setup and discuss the results of our simulation.

**A. Algorithm implementation**

In our simulation, the SCORPIUS algorithm runs every five minutes. At each time slot, we record the PV power generations of each DC, and compute standard deviations \( p_i(t) \) using this history.

**B. Concurrent approaches**

We also simulate two classical greedy approaches for the sake of comparison with the SCORPIUS approach. **Round-Robin** distributes the VMs fairly among the DCs regardless of their PV power production. **First-Fit** deploys each VM on the first (according to an arbitrary predefined order) DC which can host it. These two approaches have been selected based on the approaches implemented in practice in current IaaS software stacks. Indeed, by default, Eucalyptus and CloudStack use a first fit VM placement algorithm [46], [47], while OpenStack’s default scheduler employs a combination of filters and weights to spread VMs across all hosts evenly [48], thus obtaining an allocation similar to round-robin with homogeneous servers.

We consider three different algorithms based on each of these two approaches:

1) without using the virtual pool and without switching OFF idle servers. Thus, the data centers cannot exchange their excess of local PV production that are thus lost. These algorithms represent allocation techniques deployed in current production systems. This behavior represents current implementations of Cloud stacks.

2) without using the virtual pool, but with switching OFF the idle servers. These algorithms represent classical approaches of the literature.

3) using the virtual pool and switching OFF idle servers. These algorithms are used to compare SCORPIUS with state-of-the-art algorithms using our proposed energy exchange model.

We also implement the highly-cited reference approach of [49] for reducing power consumption of distributed Clouds. The approach proposes a Modified Best Fit Decreasing (MBFD) algorithm to allocate incoming VMs to servers. A consolidation strategy also uses MBFD to migrate VMs that run on underused servers (i.e. servers with more than 50% of unused CPU). This consolidation may occur between different DCs. After each consolidation, the unused servers are immediately shut down to reduce the power consumption of the Cloud. Like in SCORPIUS, the consolidation strategy use VM live migration. However, on the contrary to SCORPIUS, the MBFD algorithm does not take into account the local green power productions when allocating VMs. It also neglects the network constraints and the remaining execution time of VMs when migrating them. Finally, the energy cost of these live migrations is not considered. In our simulation, we compare the performance of the MBFD algorithm both with and without using the virtual pool.

The performance of the First-Fit and MBFD algorithms strongly depends on the order of the DCs considered by the algorithm. Thus, we test two opposite configurations corresponding to the best and the worst possible orders. The best (respectively worst) order means the case where the DCs are sorted in decreasing (respectively increasing) total amount of generated PV electricity.

**C. Results**

In order to validate our proposition, we simulate two days of the Cloud execution. During the simulation, we compute cumulative total and brown energy consumption of the Cloud. We also compute its local self-consumption ratio which corresponds to the ratio of the PV energy consumed locally by
DCs by the total amount of energy it consumes. Finally, we compute the collective self-consumption ratio which is the ratio of PV energy consumed by the cloud, including the virtual pool (in the case where our energy model is considered), by the total amount of consumed energy. At the beginning of the simulation, the Cloud starts without any deployed VM. For the Google (respectively Eucalyptus) trace, during the first simulated day, the VM workload reaches 50% (respectively 33%) of the cloud total capacities. As a consequence, we only measure the performance of the different approaches on the second day. Table II shows the results for the second day.

We can see that the performances are similar with the Google and Eucalyptus workloads: the ranking of the best solutions is almost identical. When we consider the best scenario for First-Fit, we observe better performance than for Round-Robin. Indeed, in all the cases, the best First-Fit consumes less brown energy than Round-Robin and has a higher self-consumption ratio. However, it is worth noting that this best scenario is very unlikely to occur in real production systems as it represents an ideal DC ordering. Moreover, as we can see in the worst scenario when there is no renewable energy exchange, First-Fit can consume significantly more brown energy than Round-Robin.

In all the considered cases, MBFD consumes more total and brown energy than First-Fit and Round Robin. This result might seems counter-intuitive as MBFD performs consolidations that should reduce the power consumption of the Cloud. However, MBFD does not take into account the network constraints and the energy costs of live migrations. Thus, the MBFD consolidation strategy performs too many live migrations of VMs – i.e. the energy saved by switching OFF servers is less than the energy cost of the live migrations. Moreover, some of these migrations are simultaneous and therefore compete for the network bandwidth, which increase their duration and energy costs. Finally, like First-Fit, MBFD performance exhibits large variations between the worst and best scenarios without the energy exchange model (0.4 MWh of difference in the brown energy consumption).

We can observe that switching OFF idle servers – as done by the state-of-the-art solutions – highly reduces the total and brown energy consumption of the cloud (both of about 20% for the Google workload and 40% for the Eucalyptus one). Except for First-Fit in the worst scenario, this also slightly increases the self-consumption in the Cloud.

The proposed energy exchange model significantly reduces the brown consumption thanks to energy exchanges through the virtual pool. We can observe that, thanks to the pool, the green energy losses are reduced by 13% for Round Robin and 34% (respectively 5%) for First-Fit and MBFD in the worst (respectively best) scenario. SCORPIUS exhibits the best performances among all the evaluated approaches. Indeed, its total and brown energy consumption values are lower than all the tested Round-Robin variants, with 3.27 MWh for the total consumption of Round-Robin in the best case, against 3.25 MWh for SCORPIUS, thus saving at minimum 0.02 MWh per day. Besides, when comparing SCORPIUS with the best First-Fit approach that switches off servers but does not use energy exchange (i.e. representing state-of-the-art approaches), we are able to save about 0.09 MWh per day of brown consumption for Google trace and 0.10 MWh for Eucalyptus trace. This 0.10 MWh of saved brown energy for SCORPIUS represents an extrapolated saving of 36.5 MWh per year for the Cloud (i.e. its brown energy consumption decreases of around 7.6%).

Except when considering our energy model with the Google traces, SCORPIUS consumes even less brown and total energy than the best possible (and unlikely) scenario of First-Fit execution. Indeed, only with Google traces, the best First-Fit approach achieves a brown consumption of about 0.01 MWh less than SCORPIUS. But, in this case as in the others, SCORPIUS has the highest local self-consumption, which means that it uses the electric grid (and the virtual pool) less than the other approaches, and has therefore less impact on it.

Actually, we can observe from the SCORPIUS simulation results of Figure 3, that SCORPIUS uses in priority the DC with the best PV production (e.g. Grenoble, Rennes and Sophia). At the opposite, few VMs are deployed on the DCs with lower power productions (e.g. Reims, Luxembourg and Lille), thus increasing the local self-consumption of the Cloud.

D. Comparison with a theoretical lower bound

Considering the size and complexity of the scheduling problem (NP-hard), an optimal off-line solution cannot be computed in reasonable time to give more guarantees. However, to provide indirect guarantees, we compute a theoretical (i.e. unreachable) lower bound for the total and brown energy consumption. To compute this lower bound, we consider a simpler problem where all the Cloud servers and energy productions are grouped in a single DC. We also neglect the delays and energy cost of VM migrations. Each time a VM starts or stops, we reallocate all the running VMs to the servers using a best-fit decreasing algorithm. The VMs are deployed in priority on the servers that are switched ON, and all the idle servers are turned off. For the Google (resp. Eucalyptus) workload, we found a theoretical lower bound of 3.10 MWh (resp. 1.98 MWh) for the total energy consumption, and of 1.97 MWh (resp. 1.14 MWh) for the brown energy consumption. Thus, SCORPIUS is close to the optimal solution as its brown power consumption is only 4% above this unreachable lower bound for the Google workload and 2.3% above for the Eucalyptus workload.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Improving the sustainability of Cloud infrastructures is currently a major challenge. In this paper, we propose to exploit Smart Grids’ flexible energy management to come to the rescue to energy-hungry Clouds. We introduce a novel concept of virtual pool where renewable electricity produced locally on each Cloud data center’s site can be virtually transferred to other sites. The proposed model formalizes the cost of exchanging electricity through this virtual pool. An energy-efficient Cloud management approach is designed on
# Table II
Simulated overall cumulative cloud performances.

## Google Workload

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>total consumption</th>
<th>brown consumption</th>
<th>local self-consumption</th>
<th>collective self-consumption</th>
<th>green lost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current Implementation</td>
<td>4.11 MWh</td>
<td>2.96 MWh</td>
<td>27.92 %</td>
<td>22.18 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Fit best</td>
<td>4.10 MWh</td>
<td>2.88 MWh</td>
<td>29.92 %</td>
<td>16.78 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Fit worst</td>
<td>3.11 MWh</td>
<td>2.44 MWh</td>
<td>24.42 %</td>
<td>32.03 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State-of-the-art solutions</td>
<td>3.27 MWh</td>
<td>2.27 MWh</td>
<td>26.47 %</td>
<td>32.43 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Robin best</td>
<td>3.25 MWh</td>
<td>2.14 MWh</td>
<td>24.03 %</td>
<td>25.03 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Robin worst</td>
<td>2.54 MWh</td>
<td>21.85 %</td>
<td>51.88 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Fit best</td>
<td>3.42 MWh</td>
<td>2.29 MWh</td>
<td>33.1 %</td>
<td>22.91 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Fit worst</td>
<td>3.48 MWh</td>
<td>21.5 %</td>
<td>49.93 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBFD best</td>
<td>3.42 MWh</td>
<td>2.19 MWh</td>
<td>23.2 %</td>
<td>36.13 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBFD worst</td>
<td>3.10 MWh</td>
<td>24.42 %</td>
<td>32.07 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With energy pool</td>
<td>3.27 MWh</td>
<td>2.08 MWh</td>
<td>30.47 %</td>
<td>17.66 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Robin best</td>
<td>3.25 MWh</td>
<td>2.04 MWh</td>
<td>24.03 %</td>
<td>37.08 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Robin worst</td>
<td>3.10 MWh</td>
<td>24.42 %</td>
<td>32.07 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Fit best</td>
<td>3.42 MWh</td>
<td>2.25 MWh</td>
<td>21.51 %</td>
<td>36.13 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Fit worst</td>
<td>3.48 MWh</td>
<td>21.5 %</td>
<td>49.93 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBFD best</td>
<td>3.42 MWh</td>
<td>2.05 MWh</td>
<td>33.47 %</td>
<td>18.94 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBFD worst</td>
<td>3.48 MWh</td>
<td>2.72 MWh</td>
<td>21.5 %</td>
<td>49.93 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCORPIUS best</td>
<td>3.42 MWh</td>
<td>2.05 MWh</td>
<td>33.47 %</td>
<td>18.94 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCORPIUS worst</td>
<td>3.48 MWh</td>
<td>2.72 MWh</td>
<td>21.5 %</td>
<td>49.93 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Eucalyptus Workload

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>total consumption</th>
<th>brown consumption</th>
<th>local self-consumption</th>
<th>collective self-consumption</th>
<th>green lost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current Implementation</td>
<td>3.36 MWh</td>
<td>2.37 MWh</td>
<td>29.39 %</td>
<td>32.09 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Fit best</td>
<td>3.36 MWh</td>
<td>2.26 MWh</td>
<td>32.74 %</td>
<td>25.32 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Fit worst</td>
<td>2.52 MWh</td>
<td>25.07 %</td>
<td>42.32 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State-of-the-art solutions</td>
<td>2.04 MWh</td>
<td>1.39 MWh</td>
<td>32.05 %</td>
<td>55.64 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Robin best</td>
<td>2.04 MWh</td>
<td>1.93 MWh</td>
<td>37.81 %</td>
<td>47.64 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Robin worst</td>
<td>1.09 MWh</td>
<td>17.50 %</td>
<td>75.76 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Fit best</td>
<td>2.04 MWh</td>
<td>1.28 MWh</td>
<td>38.02 %</td>
<td>46.95 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Fit worst</td>
<td>1.09 MWh</td>
<td>17.50 %</td>
<td>75.76 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBFD best</td>
<td>2.04 MWh</td>
<td>1.19 MWh</td>
<td>32.05 %</td>
<td>41.92 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBFD worst</td>
<td>1.09 MWh</td>
<td>17.50 %</td>
<td>75.76 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With energy pool</td>
<td>2.04 MWh</td>
<td>1.19 MWh</td>
<td>32.05 %</td>
<td>41.92 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Robin best</td>
<td>2.04 MWh</td>
<td>1.19 MWh</td>
<td>37.81 %</td>
<td>41.88 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Robin worst</td>
<td>1.09 MWh</td>
<td>17.50 %</td>
<td>75.76 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Fit best</td>
<td>2.04 MWh</td>
<td>1.19 MWh</td>
<td>38.02 %</td>
<td>41.49 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Fit worst</td>
<td>1.09 MWh</td>
<td>17.50 %</td>
<td>75.76 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBFD best</td>
<td>2.04 MWh</td>
<td>1.19 MWh</td>
<td>38.02 %</td>
<td>41.49 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBFD worst</td>
<td>1.09 MWh</td>
<td>17.50 %</td>
<td>75.76 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCORPIUS best</td>
<td>2.02 MWh</td>
<td>1.17 MWh</td>
<td>39.91 %</td>
<td>42.36 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCORPIUS worst</td>
<td>1.09 MWh</td>
<td>17.50 %</td>
<td>75.76 %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 3: Comparison of the Cloud simulated consumptions during the second day for the EUCALYPTUS workload with SCORPIUS and the other state-of-the-art solutions.](image)

Our future work will consider other types of renewable energy sources and energy storage devices. This requires new prediction models for the expected electricity production and novel algorithms for deciding when to store or release energy.
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